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a high-value, special package
containing the following 11
products: minikorg 700s,
prophecy, triton extreme,
triton, arp odyssey, ms-20,
polysix, mono/poly, m1,
wavestation, mde-x. the analog
masterpieces that established
the synthesizers of the '70s and
early '80s, and the digital
masterpieces that changed the
history of music in the late '80s,
'90s, and 00s are all available
in this full version. go to shop
main features: multivoice
polyphony (max 32 voices) up
to 16 voices unison (with
detune/spread function) midi
clock synchronization for the
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modulation generator and
arpeggiator 16-step sequencer
with lfo spread function that
adjusts the spaciousness of the
effects. unfolded piano sound
user-adjustable lfo waveform
user-adjustable oscillator
waveform tap tempo random
pattern record log auto-record
byte save arpeggiator the triton
extreme sound unit of korg
collection 2 is a high-fidelity
synthesizer that adds the touch
of a real synth to korg keyboard
instruments. its sound of the
acoustic, electric, and
electronic instruments is
impressive. the triton of korg
collection 2 is a high-fidelity
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synthesizer that adds the touch
of a real synth to korg keyboard
instruments. its sound of the
acoustic, electric, and
electronic instruments is
impressive. the new polysix
sound unit of korg collection 2
is a high-fidelity synthesizer
that adds the touch of a real
synth to korg keyboard
instruments. its sound of the
acoustic, electric, and
electronic instruments is
impressive.
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the arp odyssey of korg
collection 2 is a high-fidelity
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synthesizer that adds the touch
of a real synth to korg keyboard

instruments. its sound of the
acoustic, electric, and

electronic instruments is
impressive. the ms-20 of korg

collection 2 is a next-
generation sound module which
is designed to be a high-fidelity
model of the legendary ms-20,
one of the most popular and

iconic synthesizers of all time.
with the ms-20, you can create
your own personal sound that
you will only ever have. in the

korg collection, the v-verb
models the sound of a string
instrument with a dynamic

range of a
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synthesizer.conventional
synthesizers such as the arp

odyssey, triton, and the ms-20
are also included. using korg pa

manager you can easily
connect to the internet and

upload your audio files to your
korg collection.you also have
the option to check online for
other users with similar tastes

to add your music to a selection
of playlists.this means that you

can get great mixes of the
sound you love from others that
are just as passionate about it.
korg collection 3 is the ultimate
collection for today's musicians.
it features the three most iconic

and sought-after korg
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synthesizers of all time: the
minikorg 700s, the ms-20, and

the triton. korg collection 3
includes three new models: the
minikorg 700s, the arp odyssey,
and the prophecy. the minikorg

700s is a fully analog,
polyphonic instrument with two

oscillators, two lfos, a filter,
effects, and an assignable

arpeggiator. the arp odyssey is
a monophonic polyphonic
analog synthesizer with a

12-voice polyphony, rich tonal
variations, a super-fast

arpeggiator, a one-shot trigger
system, four lfos, and a four-
band eq. the prophecy is a

monophonic analog synthesizer
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with four vcos, four lfos, and a
four-band eq. it also features a

clean, uncluttered panel
design. the minikorg 700s, the
arp odyssey, and the prophecy

are all available in korg
collection 3. 5ec8ef588b
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